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Abstract

Cellular signaling pathways involving mTOR, PI3K and ERK have dominated recent studies of breast cancer biology, and
inhibitors of these pathways have formed a focus of numerous clinical trials. We have chosen trametinib, a drug targeting
MEK in the ERK pathway, to address two questions. Firstly, does inhibition of a signaling pathway, as measured by protein
phosphorylation, predict the antiproliferative activity of trametinib? Secondly, do inhibitors of the mTOR and PI3K pathways
synergize with trametinib in their effects on cell proliferation? A panel of 30 human breast cancer cell lines was chosen to
include lines that could be classified according to whether they were ER and PR positive, HER2 over-expressing, and ‘‘triple
negative’’. Everolimus (targeting mTOR), NVP-BEZ235 and GSK2126458 (both targeting PI3K/mTOR) were chosen for
combination experiments. Inhibition of cell proliferation was measured by IC50 values and pathway utilization was
measured by phosphorylation of signaling kinases. Overall, no correlation was found between trametinib IC50 values and
inhibition of ERK signaling. Inhibition of ERK phosphorylation was observed at trametinib concentrations not affecting
proliferation, and sensitivity of cell proliferation to trametinib was found in cell lines with low ERK phosphorylation. Evidence
was found for synergy between trametinib and either everolimus, NVP-BEZ235 or GSK2126458, but this was cell line specific.
The results have implications for the clinical application of PI3K/mTOR and MEK inhibitors.
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Introduction

The MAPK (Mitogen activated protein kinase) pathway (RAS-

RAF-MEK-ERK) and PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathways play domi-

nant roles in regulating diverse cellular processes, including

proliferation and survival, in breast cancer. These pathways have

been identified as important for breast cancer behavior for a

number of years [1,2] and interact strongly with the estrogen

receptor (ER) pathway, as shown by cross-talk in the development

of tamoxifen resistance in breast cancer [3,4]. Increased EGFR

signaling through the MAPK pathway occurs frequently both

clinically and in cancer cell lines that have developed resistance to

endocrine therapies [5,6]. In addition, activation of the MAPK

pathway is associated with increased risk of metastasis [7]. As

signaling networks integrate multiple upstream inputs, inhibition

of MEK is an attractive cancer therapeutic strategy [1]. Although

the MAPK pathway is a validated therapeutic target in breast

cancer, the mechanisms underlying the poor clinical response to

MEK inhibition remain unclear. Tumors with RAS/RAF

mutations seem to be more sensitive to MEK inhibitors but their

responses are not uniform [8]. Activating mutations in PIK3CA,

affecting the PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway, are frequent in breast

cancer [9] and raise the question of whether they alter the balance

of pathway utilization.

Since MEK is the downstream effector of BRAF, MEK

inhibition is an attractive strategy to block activation of the

MAPK pathway and could also potentially block reactivation of

the MAPK pathway in BRAF inhibitor–resistant disease [10]. In a

small number of melanoma lines, the pattern of ERK (MEK

effector) phosphorylation inhibition broadly followed that of the

IC50 results [11]. However, MEK inhibitors have shown minimal

clinical activity in tumors with activating BRAF mutations, as

observed with sequential therapy in patients previously treated

with a BRAF inhibitor, suggesting that BRAF-inhibitor resistance

mechanisms likely confer resistance to MEK-inhibitor monother-

apy [12]. Triple negative breast cancer cell lines were shown to be

more sensitive to trametinib than cell lines from other breast

cancer subtypes [13]. Trametinib (GSK1120212) is a potent and

specific MEK1/2 allosteric inhibitor that is under clinical study to
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define the kinase response in triple negative breast cancer

(NCT01467310). It has been recently approved for treating

unresectable or metastatic melanoma with BRAF V600E or V600K

mutations [14].

We have chosen trametinib [15] to address the following

question with respect to the behavior of breast cancer cell lines:

does inhibition of a signaling pathway, as measured by suppression

of protein phosphorylation, predict the antiproliferative activity of

a pathway inhibitor? We have used the inhibitors everolimus

(mTOR) [16], NVP-BEZ235 and GSK2126458 (PI3K/mTOR)

[17–19] to test for possible pathway interactions with trametinib

(Figure 1). Initially, we selected four breast cancer cell lines: MCF-

7 and T47D (ER+, mutant PIK3CA E545K and H1047R,

respectively), SKBr3 (HER2+) and MDA-MB-231 (triple nega-

tive/basal B, mutant KRAS G13D, BRAF G464V) [20], to

determine whether firstly the sensitivities to the MAPK pathway

inhibitor trametinib correlate with the activity of the correspond-

ing pathway. We then extend our study with a panel of 30 breast

cancer cell lines to confirm our initial finding.

Recently, co-targeting the PI3K and RAS pathways was shown

to be an effective therapy in vivo compared with single agents

alone in neuroendocrine tumors [21]. The combinations of MEK

and PI3K/mTOR inhibitors can induce synergistic growth

inhibition [22]. Clinical studies using PI3K/mTOR inhibitors in

combination with MEK inhibitor (NCT01347866,

NCT01337765, NCT01390818) are under investigation. The

published data suggest that the combined effects of the PI3K/

mTOR and MEK pathways may be important for cancer growth,

pointing to the possibility that combined blockage of these two

signaling pathways may be an important component of successful

breast cancer treatment strategies. In this study, we have utilized

the Chou-Talalay method [23] to examine the question of whether

inhibitors of the mTOR and PI3K pathways synergize with ERK

pathway inhibitors in their effects on breast cancer cell lines

Material and Methods

Cell culture
Culture conditions have been described previously [24]; MCF-

7, T47D, SKBr3, MDA-MB-468, BT20, MDA-MB-231,

HCC1143, HCC70, SUM149PT, HCC1954, MDA-MB-436,

HPL100, BT549 and SUM159PT cells were purchased from the

American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). PMC42ET [25] was

a kind gift from Dr. Chanel Smart (The University of Queens-

land). SUM149PT and SUM150PT were grown in Ham’s F-12

with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS) supplemented with 5 mg/mL

insulin, 1 mg/mL hydrocortisone, 10 mM HEPES and penicillin/

streptomycin (100 U/ml and 100 mg/ml, respectively). Apart from

MCF-7 sub-lines, all cells were grown in a-MEM containing 5%

FBS. All the other growth media contained insulin/transferrin/

selenium supplement, added according to the manufacturer’s

instructions (Roche), as well as penicillin/streptomycin (100 U/ml

and 100 mg/ml, respectively). The TamR7 cell line was estab-

lished by culturing MCF-7 cells in the presence of progressively

increasing concentrations of tamoxifen (0.1 – 3 mM; stock

dissolved in DMSO) and then maintaining them for .15 months

in 3 mM tamoxifen. The TamR3 and TamR6 cell lines were

generated by growth of MCF-7 cells in phenol-red-free RPMI

containing 10% charcoal-stripped fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen,

Auckland, NZ), over a period of 3 months to progressively

increasing concentrations of tamoxifen (1 nM to 1 mM in ethanol)

and then maintaining them for .15 months in 1 mM tamoxifen.

The TamC3 and TamC6 cell lines were generated by exposure of

MCF-7 cells for .16 months to the above growth medium but

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a network of PI3K, mTOR and MEK complex signaling. Blue arrows and black lines represent
activating and inhibitory connections, respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0105792.g001
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Figure 2. Growth inhibitory concentrations for MCF-7, T47D, SKBr3 and MDA-MB-231 exposed to different drugs. IC50 values (50%
inhibition of growth) are shown for (A) trametinib, as well as (B) everolimus, NVP-BEZ235, and GSK2126458. Cells were treated with drugs for 3 days
and cell proliferation was measured by the thymidine incorporation assay. Results are shown as the mean 6 standard error from triplicate
experiments. Phosphorylation of (A) ERK, and (B) AKT, p70S6K and S6 in MCF-7, T47D, SKBr3 and MDA-MB-231 cell lines. Immunoblots with antibodies
specific for phosphorylated proteins and their respective total protein are indicated below. Tubulin is the loading control.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0105792.g002
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lacking tamoxifen [24,26,27]. The FulvR1a, FulvR1c and

FulvR2a cell lines were generated by growth of MCF-7 cells in

phenol red-free RPMI containing 5% charcoal-stripped fetal

bovine serum, over a period of 3 months in progressively

increasing concentrations of fulvestrant (1 nM to 100 nM; stock

dissolved in ethanol), and then maintaining them for .12 months

in 100 nM fulvestrant. The FulvC1a, FulvC1b and FulvC2 cell

lines were generated by exposure of MCF-7 cells for .12 months

to the above growth medium but lacking fulvestrant [28]. All

experiments were carried out in cells grown in their respective

growth media but without tamoxifen or fulvestrant.

Chemicals and reagents
Tamoxifen was purchased from Sigma (Auckland, NZ). Ever-

olimus and trametinib were purchased from Selleck Chemicals

(Houston, USA). Trametinib was also obtained from Jinan Trio

Pharmatech co., Ltd (Jinan, China). NVP-BEZ235 [29,30] and

GSK2126458 [17] were synthesized according to published

protocols.

Cell proliferation assay
Cell proliferation was measured using thymidine incorporation

in which 3000 cells were seeded in 96 well plates in the presence of

varying concentrations of inhibitors for 3 days. Briefly, 0.04 mCi of
3H-thymidine was added to each well and incubated for 6 h, after

which the cells were harvested onto glass fiber filters using an

automated TomTec harvester. Filters were incubated with

Betaplate Scint and thymidine incorporation measured in a

Trilux/Betaplate counter. Effects of inhibitors on cell proliferation

were determined relative to the incorporation of 3H-thymidine

into DNA of control (non-drug-treated) cells.

Western blotting
Breast cancer cell lines were grown to log-phase, washed twice

with ice-cold PBS, and lysed in SDS lysis buffer according to the

manufacturer’s protocol (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers,

MA). Protein concentration was quantified using the bicinchoninic

acid reagent (Sigma). Cell lysates containing 25 mg of protein were

separated by SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis, and transferred to

PVDF membranes (Millipore). Membranes were immunoblotted

with antibodies against phospho-Akt (S473), total Akt, phospho-

p70S6K (T389), total p70S6K, phospho-rpS6 (S235/236), total

rpS6, phospho-ERK (T202/Y204), total ERK, (all from Cell

Signaling Technology), tubulin (Sigma), and actin (Millipore).

Bound antibody was visualized using SuperSignal West Pico

(Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) or ECL plus (GE Healthcare,

Auckland, NZ) and the chemiluminescence detection system by

Fujifilm Las-3000. Densitometry was performed using ImageJ.

The relative intensity of phosphorylated proteins was normalized

Figure 3. Growth inhibitory effects of drug treatments in MCF-7, T47D, SKBr3 and MDA-MB-231 cell line. Cells were treated with
trametinib, everolimus, NVP-BEZ235 or GSK2126458 for 3 days and [3H]-thymidine added for the last 6 hours. Results are shown as the mean 6
standard error from duplicate experiments.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0105792.g003
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using either tubulin or actin as the standard. The fold change was

then calculated between MCF7 and BT20 as standard reference.

Data analysis
The Chou-Talalay method for drug combination is based on

the median-effect equation and was used to indicate drug

interactions [23]. The resulting combination index (CI) theorem

of Chou-Talalay offers quantitative definition for synergism,

additivity and antagonism, where simplified CI values and their

indication are define as synergism (CI,0.9), additive effect (0.90#

CI#1.1), and antagonism (1.1#CI#10) in drug combinations.

The CompuSyn software (http://www.combosyn.com/) was used

to calculate combination index.

Data were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA coupled with

multiple comparisons versus treatment control applying the Holm-

Sidak method correction, where p,0.05 denotes a statistically

significant difference. T-test or Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test

was used for comparison between two groups. Correlation analysis

was performed with Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (R)
and statistical significance (P) using SigmaPlot. Values of P,0.05

were considered to be statistically significant.

Results

Relationship between trametinib-induced growth
inhibition and ERK phosphorylation in MCF-7, T47D,
SKBr3 and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell lines

We initially chose four breast cancer cell lines characterised by a

diversity of activated signaling pathway and estrogen receptor (ER)

expression: MCF-7 and T47D were ER+, SKBr3 was HER2+ and

MDA-MB-231 was triple-negative. PI3K and MAPK pathway

usage was analyzed by western blots (Figure 2A and B). The cell

lines were assayed for sensitivity to trametinib, using a 3-day 3H-

thymidine incorporation proliferation assay. Results were com-

pared to those of everolimus, NVP-BEZ235 and GSK2126458

(Figure 2 and 3). MDA-MB-231, with mutant RAS and RAF

proteins, showed high levels of phosphorylated ERK (p-ERK)

expression indicating active MAPK pathway signaling, and also

high sensitivity to the MEK inhibitor trametinib (Figure 2A).

Lower levels of p-ERK expression were observed in SKBr3 and

T47D (mutant PIK3CA H1047R), and MCF-7 (mutant

PIK3CA E545K) showed minimal basal p-ERK expression. In

the MCF-7 line, the gene encoding p70S6K was amplified, with

Figure 4. Trametinib effect on phosphorylation of ERK, AKT, p70S6K and rpS6 in breast cancer cell lines. Phosphorylation of ERK, AKT,
p70S6K and rpS6 in (A) MCF-7, (B) T47D, (C) SKBr3 and (D) MDA-MB-231 cell lines treated with indicated concentration of trametinib for 1 or 24 h.
Immunoblots for phospho-proteins and their respective total proteins are indicated below. Tubulin is the loading control.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0105792.g004
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corresponding overexpression of protein [31] and p70S6K

phosphorylation; it also showed high sensitivity to the mTOR

inhibitor everolimus, and to the PI3K/mTOR inhibitors NVP-

BEZ235 and GSK2126458 (Figure 2B). For these four cell lines,

the level of protein phosphorylation in the PI3K/mTOR and

MAPK pathways appeared to be related to sensitivity to the

corresponding inhibitors.

The cellular response of the cell lines to trametinib was then

assessed by measuring phosphorylation of ERK (Figure 4).

Phosphorylation was measured both 1 h and 24 h after addition

of drug. For the triple-negative MDA-MB-231 line, trametinib

concentrations that inhibited ERK phosphorylation also inhibited

proliferation. Unexpectedly, however, trametinib inhibited ERK

phosphorylation (p-ERK) in the MCF-7, T47D and SKBr3 cell

lines at concentrations with little or no effect on proliferation

(Figure 2A). This result showed in these cell lines that the level of

p-ERK was markedly reduced, as early as 1 h, and at

concentrations of 50 nM and 500 nM, at which p-ERK remained

undetectable after 24 h. The loss of ERK phosphorylation

(Figure 4A, B, C and D) showed no relationship to the degree to

which proliferation was inhibited by trametinib (Figure 2A).

Effects on proliferation of combinations of trametinib
with mTOR/PI3K inhibitors

Although trametinib did not inhibit proliferation of the MCF-7,

T47D and SKBr3 lines at the concentrations at which it fully

suppressed ERK phosphorylation, it was possible that its effect on

ERK phosphorylation could sensitize these cells to inhibition by

other drugs. We therefore measured the effects of combinations of

trametinib and PI3K/mTOR inhibitors (everolimus, NVP-

BEZ235, or GSK2126458) (Figure 5 and 6). The Chou-Talalay

combination index (CI) for assessing effects of multiple drug

Figure 5. Growth inhibitory effects of combined drug treatments in MCF-7, T47D, SKBr3 and MDA-MB-231 cell lines. Cells were
treated with trametinib in association with everolimus, NVP-BEZ235 or GSK2126458 for 3 days with [3H]-thymidine added for the last 6 hours. Results
were shown as the mean 6 standard error from duplicate experiments.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0105792.g005
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Figure 6. The effects of drug combinations on MCF-7, T47D and SKBr3 cell lines. Left hand panels: Growth inhibitory effects of
combinations of trametinib with everolimus (TraEvl), NVP-BEZ235 (TraBEZ) and GSK2126458 (TraGSK) using the Chou-Talalay method. The
combination index (CI) theorem of Chou-Talalay defines Synergism: CI,0.9; additivity: 0.90#CI#1.1; antagonism: 1.1#CI#10 in drug combinations. X
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exposures was used to indicate drug interactions [23]. The average

CI values for combinations of trametinib with everolimus were ,

0.9, indicating synergy for MCF-7, T47D, SKBr3 and MDA-MB-

231 cells (Table 1 and Figure 5). However, combination of

trametinib and NVP-BEZ235 in T47D cells were 1.1, suggesting

additive effect (Table 1). This result suggested that trametinib, at

concentrations that did not inhibit proliferation by itself, increased

the growth inhibitory effects of drugs acting on other signaling

pathways.

Since no significant changes in growth inhibition with

concurrent inhibitors treatment were observed in MDA-MB-231

cells (Figure 5), drug effects on the activity of MAPK and PI3K

signaling pathways were assessed in the remaining three cell lines:

MCF-7, T47D and SKBr3 (Figure 6). Everolimus (1 nM) with or

without trametinib was observed to up-regulate p-AKT and

markedly reduce p-rpS6 in MCF-7 and SKBr3 cells (Figure 6A

and C), and reduce p-p70S6K in MCF-7 cells (Figure 6A). For

NVP-BEZ235, increased p-AKT was observed in SKBr3 cells

alone or in combination with trametinib, while GSK2126458,

with or without trametinib, reduced p-AKT in the T47D and

SKBr3 cell lines. The degree to which thymidine incorporation

was suppressed in the cell lines tested showed no correlation with

the signaling responses (as measured by protein phosphorylation)

induced by inhibitors either alone or in combination. We further

examined the cell lines for cleaved PARP, a well-characterized

marker of apoptosis. No cleaved PARP was detected in any of the

cell lines following exposure to trametinib alone or in combination

with everolimus, NVP-BEZ235 or GSK2126458 treatment for

24 h (Figure S1).

Sensitivity of cell proliferation to trametinib in a larger
panel of breast cancer cell lines

The observation (Figure 2) that MDA-MB-231 showed high

utilization of the ERK pathway coupled to sensitivity to trametinib

raised the question of whether this was generally true for breast

cancer lines. We therefore extended this study to a wider variety of

lines, as shown in Figure 7 and Figure S2. Contrary to

expectation, no significant correlation was observed with signaling

pathway utilization (as measured by ERK phosphorylation) and

growth repression (as measured by IC50 values) by trametinib.

However, estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cell lines

showed significant resistance (increased IC50 values) to trametinib

(p = 0.04).

Sensitivity of cell proliferation to trametinib in a panel of
tamoxifen-resistant MCF-7 lines

The above results referred to cell lines with widely varying

properties and we therefore considered whether there would be a

relationship between the level of ERK phosphorylation and

proliferation inhibition by trametinib in a series of MCF-7 lines

that had a common genetic background. Hence, we utilized a

series of receptor positive (ER+) MCF-7 tamoxifen-resistant sub-

lines [24] and a series of triple negative MCF-7 fulvestrant-

resistant sub-lines [28] (Figure 8). Six ER+ lines (TamR7, TamC6,

TamR6, FulvC1a, FulvC1b, FulvC2) and three triple-negative

(FulvR1a, FulvR1c and FulvR2a) MCF-7 sub-lines showed high

sensitivity to trametinib with IC50 values of less than 20 nM, while

MCF-7 parental (IC50 = 305 nM), TamC3 and TamR3 (both

with IC50 . 1000 nM) showed relative resistance to trametinib.

No significant correlation was observed between the degree of

ERK phosphorylation and trametinib sensitivity (Figure 8).

Discussion

In this study we have selected a broad series of breast cancer cell

lines and investigated their sensitivity to the MEK pathway

inhibitor trametinib. As measured by IC50 values, trametinib

sensitivity varied over a range of more than 180-fold. This range

may reflect both the activity of the pathway and differences in drug

uptake; trametinib is an inhibitor of ATP-binding cassette efflux

transporters such as p-glycoprotein (see MEKINIST Trametinib

tablet product monograph), but differences in uptake/efflux

should not affect the relationship between sensitivity and pathway

utilization. In our series of cell lines, sensitivity did not seem to be

related to mutational status (Figures 7 and 8). Triple-negative

status also did not stratify cell lines for trametinib sensitivity. This

result differs from that of a previous study [13] reporting that cell

lines with a basal subtype had increased sensitivity to trametinib,

although the authors did state that basal subtype is not equivalent

to triple-negative subtype.

We next measured ERK pathway utilization and conclude, for

this series of cell lines, that pathway activation cannot predict

response to trametinib under standard culture conditions. One

axis, FA, the ratio of the fraction affected; y axis, CI, the combination index. Results were from two independent experiments. Right hand panel: Drug
combination effect on phosphorylation of ERK, AKT, p70S6K and rpS6 in (A) MCF-7, (B) T47D, (C) SKBr3 cell lines after 24 h as demonstrated by
immunoblotting with anti-phospho antibodies. Tubulin is the loading control.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0105792.g006

Table 1. Combination index for the combination of trametinib and PI3K/mTOR inhibitors in three cell lines tested.

Combination index

CI MCF-7 T47D SKBr3 MDA-MB-231

Everolimus Range 0.01 – 0.06 0.19 – 1.03 0.03 – 0.18 0.09 – 0.69

Average 0.0360.02 0.5260.37 0.1060.07 0.3960.24

NVP-BEZ235 Range 0.32 – 0.54 0.84 – 1.62 0.61 – 1.07 0.20 – 1.15

Average 0.4060.08 1.1160.29 0.8760.18 0.5360.34

GSK2126458 Range 0.30 – 0.45 0.07 – 0.44 0.83 – 1.18 0.09 – 1.52

Average 0.3660.05 0.1660.13 1.0560.15 0.5265.3

Synergism: CI,0.9; additive: 0.90#CI#1.1; antagonism: 1.1#CI#10.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0105792.t001
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possible reason for the lack of correlation is that there are many

mechanisms determining trametinib sensitivity or resistance. A

recent review has grouped these mechanisms into two categories,

ERK dependent and ERK independent [32]. The ERK

independent pathways can compensate for the loss of ERK

activity, such as when increased signaling from the IGF1R and

other RTKs activates AKT signaling where MEK resistant cells

displayed elevated levels of AKT phosphorylation [32]. A MEK-

independent compensatory ERK activation circuit may be

mediated by TOPK or some other unidentified kinase in

T47D cells [33], and MEK-independent ERK activation was

resistant to inhibition by a number of MEK inhibitors. Resistant

Figure 7. Relationship between drug sensitivity, mutation status, receptor status and pathway utilization. IC50 values for trametinib are
represented on the y-axis and individual cell lines on the x-axis. Mutations of PTEN, PIK3CA, RAS/BRAF listed. Mutation positive status from The Roche
Cancer Genome Database 2.0 [42] are colored orange. Cell lines are colored orange for estrogen receptor positive (ER), HER2 positive and triple-
negative (TN) in their respective rows. Relative levels of phosphorylation in p70S6K, AKT and ERK of breast cancer cell lines are shown as bar graphs.
Bands are normalized to tubulin control and bars represent changes in fold compared with BT20 and expressed as the mean from two experiments.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0105792.g007
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hepatocellular carcinoma cells showed a short-term decrease in p-

ERK that rebounded to baseline by 24 h, and this suggested that

the status of the MEK/ERK pathway in patients could be

predictive for response to MEK inhibitors [34]. However,

trametinib is a very potent MEK inhibitor and no compensatory

ERK activation for up to 24 h was observed in T47D, MCF-7 or

SKBr3 cells in our study (Figure 4). The marked reduction in

ERK phosphorylation by the lowest concentration of trametinib (5

nM) in the absence of a growth inhibitory effect suggests the

presence of redundant pathways controlling entry into the cell

division cycle, but these may be cell line specific. Higher cellular

ERK protein expression has been correlated with shorter survival

in triple-negative breast cancer [35]. It was of interest that many,

but not all, of the MCF-7 hormone resistant sub-lines were highly

sensitive to trametinib, regardless of their estrogen receptor status,

and that all of the triple negative sub-lines were sensitive, despite

low levels of ERK phosphorylation (Figure 8). This low phos-

phorylation level may nevertheless be sufficient to sustain the

signaling cascade and promote cell proliferation.

The second aim of our study was to examine growth inhibitory

effects of combinations of inhibitors. The PI3K/AKT/mTOR

and MEK/ERK pathways are interconnected by multiple points

of convergence, cross-talk, and feedback [36]; inhibition of one

pathway may affect signaling, positively or negatively, in the

reciprocal pathway (Figure 1). Since MAPK (RAS-RAF-MEK-

ERK) pathway deregulation was identified as a dominant

determinant in cancer resistance to PI3K inhibitors [37],

concurrent targeting of both pathways can be hypothesized to

improve the efficacy of treatment and provide better clinical

outcome [38]. Such strategies are currently under clinical

Figure 8. Relationship between drug sensitivity and pathway utilization in MCF-7 parental and sub-lines. IC50 values for trametinib are
represented on the y-axis and individual cell lines on the x-axis. Relative level of phosphorylation of p70S6K, AKT and ERK of breast cancer cell lines
are shown as bar graphs. Bands are normalized to tubulin or actin control and bars represent changes in fold compared with MCF-7 and expressed as
the mean from two experiments. Cell lines are colored orange for estrogen receptor positive (ER), and triple-negative (TN) in their respective rows.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0105792.g008
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investigation (NCT01390818 and NCT01347866). Here, we used

cell line models to study combinations of agents that target both

the PI3K/mTOR and MEK pathways. Combination of trame-

tinib with everolimus in MCF-7, T47D and SKBr3 cells generally

showed synergistic effects on growth, while combination of

trametinib with the mTOR/PI3K dual inhibitor NVP-BEZ235

showed weak antagonistic effects in T47D cells at some

concentrations tested (Table 1, Figure 6). Dual inhibitors may

inhibit mTOR directly, or activate it indirectly via stimulation of

BRAF-MEK (Figure 1). Another study has reported that concur-

rent blockade of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR (with mTOR inhibitor

AZD8055) and RAS/MEK/ERK (with MEK inhibitor

AZD6244) pathways synergistically inhibits rhabdomyosarcoma

cell growth [39]. A further study has shown that a combination of

specific PI3K inhibitors (GDC-0941), rather than dual mTOR/

PI3K inhibitors (NVP-BEZ235), with MEK inhibitors results in

synergy in colorectal cancer cell lines [22]. Taken together, these

results suggest the presence of cell line-dependent crosstalk among

multiple pathways.

The signaling response of concurrent targeting of both PI3K/

mTOR and MAPK pathways did not predict growth inhibitory

effects in MCF-7, T47D and SKBr3 breast cancer cell lines.

Everolimus efficiently suppressed phosphorylation of p70S6K and

rpS6 in MCF-7, T47D and SKBr3 cell lines with and without

trametinib treatment. AKT phosphorylation was down regulated

by NVP-BEZ235 alone in the three cell lines, but the inhibitory

effect was abrogated by the addition of trametinib in SKBr3 cells.

GSK2126458 inhibited AKT phosphorylation in all cell lines

tested, either alone or in combination with trametinib, but additive

effects on growth were observed in SKBr3 when combined with

trametinib. Therefore, the inactivation of AKT (PI3K pathway),

with or without ERK activation, cannot predict growth sensitivity.

Rapamycin and AKT inhibitor uniformly abrogated mTOR

inhibition-induced AKT activation but failed to induce antitumor

responses in a subset of head and neck cancers ex vivo [40].

In conclusion, the lack of efficacy of protein phosphorylation

measurement as a predictor of trametinib sensitivity adds to the

difficulty of identifying predictive biomarkers for targeted

anticancer therapy. Furthermore, utilization of the MEK-ERK

signaling pathways, as determined by phosphorylation of signaling

components, varied widely across a series of cell lines and did not

directly reflect mutation of genes coding these components [41].

Our study implies that examination of the degree of ERK

phosphorylation in tumor biopsies will not predict for therapeutic

response, and emphasizes the complexity and cell line specificity of

cellular signaling pathways that govern response to individual

targeted drugs.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Drug combination effect on PARP in MCF-7,
T47D and SKBr3 cell lines after 24 h as demonstrated by
immunoblotting with anti-PARP antibodies.

(EPS)

Figure S2 Phosphorylation of p70S6K, AKT, and ERK in
the breast cancer cell lines, including MCF-7 and its sub-
lines (A, B, C and D). Immunoblots with antibodies specific for

phosphorylated and total protein are indicated below the

corresponding control. Tubulin or actin are the loading control.

Bands are normalized to tubulin or actin control and expressed as

the mean from two experiments. The immunoblot for MCF-7 and

its fulvestrant sub-lines were adapted from Leung et al. [28].
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